Uncertainty over U.S. Foreign Policy Risks Global Instability

WASHINGTON - Embraced by the “America First” strategy, the full foreign policy of the Donald Trump administration has been aimed at ensuring national security and interests around the world. An tension lingered on the Korea Peninsula as well as the Middle East, the direction the Trump administration will follow highlighting its international affairs. In his remaining years in office, Washington will be vitriolic in global stability.

The USA Today editorial on Thursday praised the Trump administration’s policies, saying that “it’s going to be a tough job for the new administration.” 

Worry, the newspaper said, is that the US-China trade war could turn out to be little more than a misstep beyond any imagined possible negotiations in the future.

The “bleedy nose” strike was reportedly discussed at a recent meeting of the National Security Council, which has been highlighted by the US’ unpredictability. In recent weeks, China has been the focus of U.S. policymakers as it continues to pursue a series of measures to influence the US political sphere. The threats are two parts: the first, strike, given the incalculable impact and consequences of a bilateral trade war, “The US has many regulatory and enforcement tools, and it is controlling a large appetite for economic sanctions and trade retaliation, with their potential impact far exceeding the small cost of this current trade war.”

There are no acceptable options for U.S. leaders as they seek to balance its interests and China’s. Based on a situation analysis, the group said the only workable option was for the US to make a peace offer to China, and for China to reciprocate.

In an interview with the Financial Times, Tillerson said the talks with Russia were part of a broader strategy to promote an “open and cooperative” environment.

China, Russia, and the United States will hold high-level talks next week to discuss the situation in Syria, the Russian foreign minister said.

Tillerson also discussed ensuring a peaceful settlement to the Korean Peninsula as well as the Middle East, adding that the US would “continue to work with our allies in the region.”

The State Department said Tillerson planned to discuss the situation in Syria, “The conservative media were warning that the US will have to conduct a new military campaign to ensure stability.”

The visit will be the third high-level meeting between Tillerson and his Chinese counterpart, Wang Yi, who is due to arrive in Washington next week.

China has warned that the US should stop its military activities on the Korean Peninsula and said Beijing was willing to work with the US to resolve the situation.

French minister Jean-Yves Le Drian held talks by phone on Monday with his Turkish counterpart, Mevlut Cavusoglu.
The two ministers discussed the situation in Syria, including the role of the United Nations, and other areas.

The French foreign minister told the Turkish FM that the situation in Syria was “a complex and critical” situation, and that the French government would continue to play an active role in the region.

The French foreign minister also said that the situation in Syria was “extremely complex and critical,” and that the French government would continue to work towards a peaceful solution.

French France-US Trade Talks "Restrained" on Situation in Syria

PARIS, France and Samed, Georgia – Parisians have plunged into bilateral cooperation on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation between France and Russia, the “Ambition of our dream is to be the main trend” within bilateral cooperation, said former French President Germain Chirac.

Former French President Germain Chirac said on Sunday that for the first time since the 1960s, the Chechen war processor and international issues do not indicate to the problem of the situation.

The financial and political relation between France and Germany has been a pillar of European integration, the statement said. The two leaders also pledged to develop bilateral cooperation in various fields, including defense and security.

The report added that the French foreign minister “will visit Russia next month to continue cooperation.”

The French foreign minister said it “was essential” that the US should begin to “engage” with Russia, and that it was “impossible” to establish a “successful partnership” between the two countries.

Russia’s bilateral cooperation with the US in the field of space has been “impossible” to establish a “successful partnership” between the two countries.
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France, Germany, and the US are a key player in the situation in Syria, as they have been urging for a political solution.

The US has been pushing for a non-aggression disarmament agreement in Syria, while Russia and Iran have been advocating for a political solution.

The two sides have been discussing the possibility of a political solution, including a resolution of the conflict through a political process.

Both sides have been signaling their readiness to work towards a political solution, with the US calling for a political transition in Syria and Russia backing a Russian proposal for a constitutional convention in the country.

The talks have been described as a "crucial moment" in the settlement of the conflict, with both sides acknowledging the need for a political solution.

The US has been pushing for a political solution in Syria, while Russia and Iran have been advocating for a military solution.
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